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A NON�PROFIT NATIONAL HUMANE SOCIETY
FOR THE PREVENTI ON -OF ANIMAL SUFFERING

Opposition to the decompression cham�
hers used for misnamed "euthanasia" in so
many-shelters and pounds has been steadily
growing. The City of Dallas, Texas, has
passed an ordinance prohibiting use of the
decompression chamber and approving the
use of barbiturates by the City pound.
Signs of awakened interest in this issue
crop up all ovex:_ the country. Humane Information Services answers
many communications on the
subject.
The proponents of decom
pres�ion chambers also are
heard from more often. Re
peatedly we run across the
statement that decompression
en.ambers are humane "if they
are kept in proper condition
and if operators are properly trained."
But, as we tried to show in RepoJz.t to Hu.
man,lta/r..,lan.Li No. 31 (March, 1975), even if
shelters do everything possible to improve
operation of the chambers, suffering on
the part of a significant number of ani
mals will be involved. We .do not approve
the use of these chambers under any cir�
cumstances.
However, the dogs and cats must be de
stroyed:..'-by the millions each year. There
is absolutely no way to stop that destruc
tion, except by adopting the stern animal
control measures outlined in RepoJt:t. to Hu
ma.vt.lta!L ia.n.li No • 2 9 • And there is 1i ttle
prospect for such action until h1.llnanitari
ans rid themselves of the impractical
ideas they now have about.how to eliminate
the surplus, and aggressively get behind a
campaign for effective pet animal control.
It will take time to accomplish this. The.
impatient animal lovers who demand immedia
. teand E;iznJ?�iE;t!.c::.se>;\lt�Q,ns. -f;p._t.hese_ ._coin-::
,;,�:tab"l'.'ems�·m.1t··have ''to. iearri' to. be.
more. patient.
' ' .
.
Meanwhile, what are acceptable alterna
tives tb the decompression chamber?

and pounds know little or nothing about
alternative methods of euthanasia. They
tend to favor the one with which they are
most familiar. If a shelter manager has
been trained in a shelter which uses decompression, or carbon monoxide, he is
very likely to carry that same familiar
method with him to any other shelter where
he takes over managerial duties. so, one
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pation and no continuum, the animal might
hardly have time to realize it was being
hurt. That, at least, seems to be the
feeling of those who have difficulty in
understanding our concern about euthanasia. Some of the people who hold such
views are intelligent, ordinarily kindhearted people. Is Humane Information
Services a little unreasonable to get
worked up over· the pain of
"euthanasia"? We will leave�
it up to our readers.

r---------�-----------------------------

Alternatives to the
Decompression Chamber

BASES FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES

of the important'tasks of national soci
eties is to help managers, officers and
boards of directors of humane societies to
learn more about alternative methods of
euthanasia.
You can help by.sending to Humane In
formation Services the names and addresses
of the boards of directors and officers of
your society, and the name and address of
the manager of your local pound. We will
put them on our mailing list without obli
gation, and they will be exposed gradually
to new knowledge about this di�agreeable
subject. Don't you care enough about how
your community's dogs and cats are de
stroyed to do this, and also to write us
g:i:ving the precise method of euthanasia
(i.e., not "the needle," but "intraven�us
injection of sodium pentobarbital," etc.)
used in your local shelters and pounds?
Only a few have done this i.n response · to
the request in RepoJz.t No. 31. If you
don't know, you should. A telephone call
to. the sh�l t?F, Rr BQW�s;',$4,ii do . it, . · - .· .
(4) Emotional i.mpa.c.t on ob�e/1.ve!Ui. To
most shelters a�d pounds this is one of
the most important considerations govern
ing the selection of a method. The Ameri.can Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA)
panel report on euthanasia, and other dis
cussions of the subject, repeatedly refer
to "aesthetic considerations." They put
the emotions of a few people ahead of
those of millions of animals.
(5) Sa.oety :.to pe!Uionn.el. Some methods
of euthanasia, particularlythe popular
gassing with carbon monoxide, really are
dangerous to personnel. Decompression is
a very safe method.

There are several humane alternatives
to decompre�sion. Others also know about
these methods. Why, then, do they not re
place decompression chambers and other in
humane ways of destroying dogs and ccts?
The answer is that humaneness is not
the sole criterion taken into account in
choosing a method. In fact, in many cases
it is a secondary consideration. Other
criteria frequently assigned greater im. portance include:
WHY SOME PEOPLE MINIMIZE IMPORTANCE
(1) Con.ve.n,i.e.n.c.e. This undoubtedly is_
OF PAIN IN EUTHANAS1A"
the most influential criterion. Most. oth
The five criteria discussed above all
er methods of destroying animals are more
"trouble" than decompression. The decom
too frequently seem to take precedence
pression chamber, operated by a simple
over what should be the most important:
humaneness. Otherwise, why do so many
switch, can be used.by almost anyone in
'Shelters and pounds continue to destroy
the shelter, and infrequently gets out of
their animals in ways which beyond doubt
order. It is by far the most convenient
are not humane, and why do veterinarians
method.
and others continue to defend methods
(2) Coi,,t..
The cost per animal killed
also is a very influential factor affect
which even they admit are not as humane as
ing. the choice of method. Cost is a re
others?
flect'ion of (a) the cost of materials, enEven devoted animal lovers sometimes
. ergy,: labor, and other out.;.of-pocket ex
are inclined to minimize the importance of
pense" items; (b) the t,ime required per an pain in euthanasia. IIIt is all over so
imal,"' which affects the efficiency of la
fast, what difference can it make just how
bor utilization and the overhead per ani
they go?"
Several of our members have.written to
mal.
Sodium pentobarbital and other drugs
remind us that people must experience pain
involve a significant; expense for shelters in life, arid frequently before death,. so
operating on-� limited budget. The salawhy is it. so bad, they say, for animals to
,_ ries of personnel competent to use some of have a brief period of pain before death?
'these more humane methods of euthanasia
It is the, anticipation of death, rather
'are substantially higl).er than for the man
than dying, that is most traumatic for hufwho throws the . switch on the decompression . mans. Contrary to popular belief, the eu
:chamber. We recently ran acro·ss a shelter· thanized animals do not have such antici�
iusing
combination of drugs which a vet
pation. We have watched dogs in the eu
ierinarian estimates would amount to a ma,...
thanasia room run around with tails.wag
;,terials cost of one dollar per animal. If ging, curiously sniffing the pile of dead
[tens of thousands are killed annually in
dogs in the corner, coming over to .be pet
the shelter, even a humane society board
ted. They showed no fear when the needle
)of directors may question the expenditure.
was inserted, and died peacefully without
�·Rapid decompression, aside from the iniever realizing what it was all about.
r.....

a

f

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Cl) Non-.inhal.ant pha!r.ma.c.olog- .
le.al. a.g e.ntJ., , lnclwUng ,[nj ec.tion.li Oft baJc.bltwut:tM. Bar
biturates undoubtedly are hu
mane if properly used. Why,
then, does this not become the universal
method for euthanasia? There are two rea�
sons: (a) a combination of several of the
five criteria previously discussed; (b)
the federal Drug Enforcement Administra
tion regulations which greatly restrict
the distribution and use of all narcotic
drugs including sodium pentobarbital.
This subject, as well as "practical" ob
jections to this method and ways of over
coming them, will be treated fully in a
subsequent article.
Meanwhile, we notice that shelters.in
this country which are determined to use
this humane method somehow manage to do
so. And other shelters which employ full
time veterinarians and would have no dif
ficulty in obtaining sodium.pentobarbital
do not.do so.
(See ALTERNATIVES,. page 2, column 1)

HIS Reports Help to Ba.n
Decompression in Dallas

The three issues of RepoJt:t. to Hwna.YLL
:talua.no ·containing comprehensive arti
cles on the effects of rapid decompres
sion chambers were importantly instru,...
mental in persuading the Dallas City
Council to ban use of the chamber in the
City pound, and substituting injections
of a barbiturate.
Miss Martha Cox writes: "I want to
offer my belated 'thank you' for the
very fine information you sent us re. garding the decompression chamber. This
was of great help to us in our (success
ful) fight to outlaw the chamber.•• So,
thank you again for your help and for
the very worthwhile work you're doing."
Dallas attorney-at-law Robert J.
Matlock wrote: "Your publications were
of great aid to us in the passage of the
ordinance."
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ALTERNATIVES-· FROM

PAGE 1---

I

(i

We further state with great confidence
that if the humane movement really wanted
to se-;-this method become generally adopt
ed,.it could take the steps necessary to
make the drug available.
�ctually, the professional shelter man
agers and their employees generally do not
wish to use this method, and when members
suggest such action they are overwhelmed
by plausible arguments against it. Only
if and when the members, or at least the
_direcit"ors;--of humane societi� learn ·.enough about euthanasia to be able to meet
these arguments against barbiturates and
in favor of other methods will they be
iu'c�ulinfurcing paidstaffs to sub
·stitute humaneness for convenience. The
"Only place -ehey will be able to find the
necessary information is in this series of
articles. The" latter may be boring, and
·deal with a very disagreeable subject, but
if humanitarians can'. t take it, the so
called "euthanasia" in many shelters will
never be made to deserve the name.
As a result of increasing restrictions
on the purchase and use of barbiturates, a
considerable number of non-narcotic in
jectable agents for euthanasia have come
on the market. These include the infamous
curariform and other undesirable drugs,.
All of these will be described and dis
cussed in a·future article in this series.
There are scores of other drugs the po
tentialities of which for euthanasia have
never even been considered. The possibil
ities are far greater than the availabili
ty of funds and qualified personnel to
discover and test these drugs for this
purpose.
You don't have to take our word for it.
William v. Lamb, D.V.M., Ph.D., in a paper
read to the 111th AVMA Annual Meeting, in
1974, said: "Unfortunately, little re
search has been done to substantiate the
pros and cons of many methods in use to
day. Much of the evidence for the effects.
of various agents is Subjective rather
. than objective." If this is true of meth
ods and age�ts now in use, obviously the
paucity of knowledge regarding do,zens of
other potential drugs is even greater.
Humane Information Services is doing all
it can with very limited resources, in re
search looking to the possible discovery
of some new and better agent for euthana
sia. You could help by sending a generous
contriMion for this purpose.
(2) Inhal.ant a.gent6 (ga1.i c.hambe/1..6 J.
This group includes a considerable number
of gases having similar results and prob
lems. They have the common characteristic
of depriving the animal of sufficient oxyHumane Information
Services will send
a receipt for dues
or a contribution
in the amount of
$5.00 or more, or
in a lesser amount
if the sender so
reques"!=-s, or if
same is received in
cash, by money
order or from a
foreign country.
Otherwise your can
celled check will
serve as a receipt.

. Ali, du.e..6 a.n.d
c.o ntJi.i.bu:ti..o M Me.
:tax de.du.c.tlble..
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gen to maintain the life processes.
The inhalan't agent most commonly used
in gas chambers is carbon monoxide from
the exhaust of an automobile or stationary
gasoline engine. These carbon monoxide
chambers are used in hundreds of shelters
and pounds, and the total number of ani
mals killed in them probably is about the
same as for decompression chambers. These
two methods account for the great bulk of
the pet animals destroyed in shelters and
pounds, amounting to many millions•.
Other inhalants that have been used in�
elude chloroform, carbon dioxide, cyanide
gas, nitrogen, nitrous oxide, and ethyl
chloride. However, all of these put to
gether represent only a very small frac
tion of the total kill, and the last three
have been used only experimentally.
Most of these inhalant agents, taken
theoretically on the basis of the proper
ties of the gases and their physiological
effects on humans, might be assumed to be
humane if the attendant circumstances such
as the temperature and amount of pollu
tants in the gas introduced into the cham
ber, its rate of flow, concentration and
distribution within the chamber, are suit
able for the purpose. Unfortunately, this
frequently is not the case. Gas inhalants
are misused more often than they are prop
erly used, in our opinion. In many in
stances this results in a cruel death for
the animals.
But entirely aside from this common
abuse of gas chambers, Humane Information
Services still is not completely satisfied
that the three commonly-used or proposed
gas inhalants provide a painless death.
We have given much attention to this ques
tion during the past several years, with-·
out yet coming up with a satisfactory an
swer.
Veterinarians differ with respect to
the sequence of events involved in the
several stages of euthanasia. Using any
of the three gases mentioned, the animals
reach a stage at which they howl, contort
their bodies violently, scratch the sides
of the chamber, and bite at nearby ob
jects. If the. animals are even partially
conscious at the;·fime these manifestations
occur, the latter must be taken as evi
denc.e of acute· pain and stress. Anyone
who maintains that animals "go quietly to
sleep" in these chambers must have assumed
they are "asleep" by the time the "reflex
actions" occur. But are they merely re
flex? Many--probably most--veterinarians
maintain this is true. But some eminent
veterinarians question our present knowl
edge as a basis for reaching such a con
clusion.. · Humane Information Services is
seeking objective evidence bearing on this
important point.
When these and other problems--includ
ing the relative advantages and disadvan
tages of alternative gaseous inhalants-
have been sufficiently resolved to provide
the basis for more definitive conclusions
and recommendations, HIS will.deal compre
hensively with the subject of gas chambers
in an article in RepoJtt :t.o Hwna.nLtaiua.Yl-6.
Meanwhile, we are not going to allow our
selves to be hurried into endorsing any
method merely because of the increasing
restrictions on use of barbiturate drugs.
c 3) Phy-5-lc.a,l me.:thod.6, inc.lu.cUn.g elec.
:ttc.oc.at.i.on a.nd hhootin.g. The use of the
"electric chair" for human capital punish
ment has suggested that it should aiso be
suitable for killing unwanted dogs. _And
reports appearing in the press about power
company linemen being electrocuted, with
death "instantaneous," have added to the
impression that e1ectr.ocution is painless.
But this is not necessarily so. Only if
the current passes first directly through
the brain is uncons�iousness instanta
neous. If the current passes through the
body rather than the brain, it can be very
painful.
Thus, .the method of electrocuting ani
mals used in some public pounds in this
country, and for chinchilla and some farm
raised mink, is far from humane. Two
electrodes are placed on the animal, one
clamped on the lower lip, ear or other ..
part around the head, and the other at
tacheo. to a hind leg or inserted in the
anus. The apparatus then is simply plug-

dime or hardware store. We have one of
these, obviously long used, in our office
chamber of horrors. We have tried to stop
their use wherever encountered.
In Great Britain the search for a more
humane method of euthanasia led to the de
velopment and commercial manufacture of a
cabinet for electrocution of dogs, which
came into general use in that country.
The ostensible principle of these British
devices was to first pass a stunning cur
rent through the brain of the animal, pro
ducing instantaneous unconsciousness, and
then a second lethal current from the ear
to ·the hind leg, i.e., through the heart,
producing death.
The apparatus had two switches, one of
which purported to pass the current
through the first circuit (the brain), and
the other through the body. It appea�s,
however, that without the knowledge of the
humane societies that continued to use and
endorse these machines, the wiring wa�
changed so that when either switch was ac
tivated the same current went through both
circuits, supposedly passing through the
brain and body simultaneously. Unless the
dog had been made unconscious by the ear
to-ear current before the current passed
through the body, it could merely be para
lyzed and unable to register pain while in
reality it was suffering intensely from
the
body current.
·
A friendly and competent veterinarian
who reviewed a draft of this article
writes: "If the current passes through
the brain and body simultaneously, why
should there be pain?" The technical an
swer given by the physiologist who did
much of the research leading to the estab
lishment of the British Standard 2909 de
signed to prevent misapplication of this
method, Dr. T. D. M. Roberts, .a physiolo
gist at Glasgow University, is that "there
is no way of predicting the distribution
of current in a three-dimensional system
involving so complex an arrangement of un
known electrical impedances as that pre
sentea by an animal's body. Consequently,
there is no way of being sure that enough
c�rrent passes transversely through the
brain to,make the animal unconscious.
Meanwhile, regardless of whether or not
the animal is stunned, lethal current is
·passed through the body. There is a very
real risk that animals may be killed in
this cabinet by the application of ex
tremely painful shocks."
However, in Canada, where the electro
cution cabinets also had come into wide
use, scientists were employed to inves,ti
gate the problem. A model was set up to
determine the extent and effects of the
impedances described by Dr. Roberts. It
was found, to the satisfaction of those
doing this work, that the leakage of cur
rent from the stun circuit was minimal.
Discovery of these ·facts in 1974 pre
cipitated a rather sensational expose of
the possible deficiencies of the equipment
and caused the Royal SPCA, which was using
the cabinets along with other British
shelters, to commission a Scientific Com
mittee to investigate the problem.' It was
revealed by this Committee that the users
of this apparatus had been misled as to
its operation. A national magazine, the
London Ob-6ell.Velt, printed a comprehensive
article giving all of these developments
in great detail (imagine an American.gen
eral magazine devoting a major article to
such a subject!).
The Royal SPCA concluded, followi�g the
report of its Scientific Committee, that
while it was not possible to prove that
pain and suffering was caused by this
three-dimensional system, the Society "was
no longer absolutely confident that the
procedure was humane in every case. To
remove any possible chance of error it was
recommended that certain modifications (in
the wiring of the cabinets) should be
made•••.Further discussions and expert ad
vice caused the RSPCA to question whether
even these modifications were adequate,
and, as a result, the use of this
apparatus was completely discontinued."
The British Standard 2909, which re
quires separate stunning and lethal cur
rents, was established in 1957�· Since
then, other po·ssible malfunctions of the
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Humane Information Services, Inc.
WHAT IT IS

•

..

WHAT THE NAME- STANDS FOR

HOW IT OPERATES

•

INFORMATIVE PUBLICATIONS

WHY IT WAS ORGANIZED
•

HUMANE PROGRAMS

This review of the purposes and activities of Humane Information Services
is primarily for the information of new and potential members and contribu
tors who have not been receiving our quarterly Repo/r.t :to Hwnan-U:alua.YL6. Im
pulsive, poorly-planned giving to help the animals can result in wasted money
and postponement of actual accomplishment in achieving humane goals.

WHAT IT IS

Humane Information Services is a non
profit humane society incorporated under
the laws of Florida, and its headquarters
off:i:-ces are in St. Petersburg. That is
only because its founders happen to live
there. We are a national society �ith
members in every state. In fact, we have
more members in a number of other states
than in Florida.
Excerpts from our articles of incorpo
ration and bylaws will be found on page 4.
These were carefully written to insure
continuity of operation as a genuine hu
mane society, with no opportunity for any
individual to profit from its operations
, now or in the future.
The society is tax exempt under the
provisions of section SOl (c) (3) of the In�
ternal Revenue Code, and under the provi
sions-of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 has
been ruled not to be a private foundation.
All contributions and membership dues are
deductible. There are no estate taxes on
bequests to the society.

WHAT THE NAME STANDS FOR

The controlling officers of some of the
societies have seemed to operatepretty-. much on the basis of some � decided
personal "hang-ups", rather than a broad
view. of humane problems and the eff�of
the humane movement to deal with them. In
fact, some of these leaders at times have
exhibited what appears to be almost patho
logical fanaticism about certain subjects,
losing the objectivity and calm analysis
which are so necessary if real improvement
is to be achieved. This has been espe
cially important in creating an unfavorable public image for the humane movement.
Unfortunately, some societies seem to
be conducted mc5re for the benefit of their
founders or officers than for really help
ing .the animals. This has resulted in
what some observers have referred to as
"the great animal society ripoff." We
have discussed this subject frankly in a
series of articles now appearing in our
Re:polr.t 1:.o Hwnan,i;ta/u.aYL6.
The staff members of national humane
societies frequently have lacked the re
quired training. They have come, general
ly, from two sources: (a) workers who
have gained their experience in local hu
mane society animal shelters, whose prob
lems are quite different in many respects
from those of the national societies; (b)
people with a great love for animals but
little experience in the kind of activi
ties necessary for successful development
and promotion of national humane programs.
These deficiencies of staff have resulted
all too frequently irt h:i:ghly�teurish
organization and conduct of .national hu
---mane work.
The founders of Humane .Information Ser
vices believed they definitely had much to
offer in helping to correct these four
glaring deficiencies of the humane move
ment.

The name of the society was selected to
distinguish us from the ordinary highly,
competitive national humane societies. It
des�ribes what we set out to do: ·provide
information about humane problems and al
ternative solutions, designed to aid other
humane societies as well as individual hu
man;�tari�nsin imp�oving the effectiveness
·ar�fiieir·activities irt behalf of animals.
This implies a wholesale rather than a
retail operation. We were set up primari:
ly to serve other societies, and individu
als active in humane work. We do not deal
with_ individual animals or cruelty cases.
That is not our job, but is the responsi
bility of local societies.
After a number of years' experience
with our name, we have found that a few
HOW IT OPERATES
people tend to confuse us with a private
Humane Information Services operates in
service organization selling information
four fields: (1) research and development
by publishing a newspaper for profit.
of humane programs, (2) campaigns to ob
Such is not the case. Most of our offi
tain adoption of these programs, (3) ser
cers and staff are uncompensated. We are
vices to other humane societies and human
about as far from being a profit-making
itarians, (4) h�ane education.
organization a_s you can get!
· Research and Development of Humane Pro
We are a full-fledged national humane
grams
society, working in every-field of humane
Effective humane programs can be con
activity on a national basis.
ducted only on the basis of adequate
.WHY IT WAS ORGANIZED
facts, objectively and competently analyz
ed.
For example, for decades the hundreds
In 1965, when we incorporated, there
of
local
humane society animal shelters
were numerous other national humane soci
and
public
pounds.have been destroying
eties of one kind or another. Why did we
mill
ions
of
unwanted dogs and cats each
think another one was needed?
year.
The
methods
and devices used for
Very simply, we believed that the other
this
so-called
euthanasia
have. been devel
societies were not. doing, and gave no
oped in a more or less individualistic,
promise of doing, the kind of a job that
. haphazard fashion; mainly by people with
needed to be done. A great void existed,
out technical training and without any
which we hoped to fill for the benefit of
real
research and analysis of alterna�
the animals.
tives.
T�e energies of the national societies
Humane Information Services has under
have been directed at correcting the relaway
an ambitious program of research de
. tivelyunimportant, ---rnconsequenti'al""cases
signed
to develop accurate, comprehensive
of animal suffering, while the big, impor
facts and analyses regarding euthanasia
tant humane problems were almost totally
and many other difficult technical pr,ob
neglected. This very marked tendency,
lems encountered by the humane movement.
which still prevails, arises from a number
of factors. The.little problems present
Campaigns to Obtain Adoption of Programs
comparatively little difficulty, whereas
It is not enough to develop good humane
the big problems, involving millions of
programs. They can become effective, in
animals and untold suffering, require
most cases, only through vigorous cam
broader thinking, larger plans and more
paigns to obtain public understanding of
capable action. The little problems fre
the problem and to promote action. This
quently have a greater appeal to animal
is done by means of our Repofl.:t :to Human,l
lovers, many of whom are ,more impressed
:t.alu.a:r!J.,, a quarterly publication which
with help for individual animals than for
goes to nearly 16,000 humane societies and
large categories of animals. Because of
humane leaders in this country and abroad,
these conditions, the societies have not
and by other contacts with local soci-_
recognized the importance of setting up
eties, public officials, community leaders

______

.

animals cannot be rectified without appro
priate humane-legislation. Humane· Infor
mation Services, like other tax-exempt so
cieties, does not engage in legislative or
political activities. We can and do, how-,
ever, provide analyses of humane problems
which imply the need for legislative ac
tion. All activity to promote such legis-·
lation, including assistance to legisla
tors in drafting bills, bringing public
pressure to bear upon legislators in be
half of the bills, and direct lobbying ac
tivities, must be conducted by those few
humane organizations incorporated espe
cially for thos·e purposes. They are not
tax exempt, and contributions to them are
not tax deductible.
One of these organizations is our "sis
ter" society, the National Association for
_Humane Legislation, Inc. , 675 Pinellas
Point Drive South, St. Petersburg, Florida
33705. It was formed by some humanitari
ans who also are behind Humane Information
Services. However, no paid employees of
the latter society take any part in the
work of the National Association for Hu
mane Legislation, and the funds, accounts
and activities of the two societies are
kept strictly separate.
Services to Other Humane Societies and Hu
manitarians
Humane Information Services carries on
an extensive communication with other hu
mane societies, public officials, and in
dividual humanitarians. This is designed
to provide them with answers. to specific
questions not carried in our regular re
ports, to aid them in making policy deci
sions, and to help ·guide the great variety
of activities carried on by individual
workers in the field.
Humane Education
There are three kinds of humane educa
tion: (1) That designed to improve the
understanding of humanitarians, ·especially
society directors and officers, of humane
Dr. Frederick L.
Thomsen, president of
Humane Information Ser
vices. He also is
president of our sister
society, the National
Association for Humane
Legislation, which is
not tax exempt and han
dles all humane legis
lative matters. Dr.
Thomsen works full
time, without salary.
He has a B.S. degree in .animal husbandry,
an M.S. in agricultural marketing, and.a
Ph.D. in economics. He was director of
the Marketing Research Branch of the USDA,
taught economics courses in several uni
versities, and was executive vice
president of a New York corporatio�, and a
private consultant in economics to banks
and business firms. He has been a direc
tor and officer of local, state and na
tional humane societies.
0

problems and alternative methods of deal
ing with them. This is the most important
kind of humane education, because without
it there will be few effective humane so
cieties or programs in which the general
public can participate. (2) That designed
to produce a better understanding PY the
general public of the interrelations among
people and animals, conditions which re
sult in unnecessary animal suffering, and
the responsibilities in these respects of
citizens, teachers, churchmen, business
men, public officials and legislators.
(3) Education of children designed to in
,..,,,,..,.+-.,. "+-h<> h11m;:ir,p P+hir. " ;is a oart of

0
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Note : The6 e exc. eJip:t6 Me .o eleded a..o .tho.o e mo.ot ).mpM..ta.ntly
incUc.a;Ung :the pU!tp0.6 e6 and oina.nuai. integM.ty 06 the .oocle:ty .

Humane societies have seemed to think
that " humane education" consisted primari
ly -of the exchange of leaflets and other
materials among humanitarians. Real edu
cation of humanitarians is very much need
ed, but merely to circulate literature
among them regarding such things as the
need for neutering dogs and cats gets us
nowhere . They already are familiar with
these . simple ideas, and no action stirred
up by such exchanges of humane literature
will pass . on out into the great masses of
people with sufficient force to do any
good . All that is accomplished by such
amateurish efforts cannot be suff icient to
make any significant impression on the
vast, hard-to-impress publ ic . Soap firms
spend. millions on advertising just to in
crease their percentage share of the mar. ket by a point or two . Obviously, we have
· been getting nowhere with humane education
of the adult public. And, although there
has been much interest - in the need for
reaching children, so far this has been
confined largely to the talk stage .
Obviously, although humane education
is the key to changing public attitudes
toward animal welfare, we have not even
scratched the sur face. This failure is
ref lected in people' s attitudes toward an
imal cruelties , as brought out in the ar
ticle which appears in . this issue, "Why
•People are Cruel to Animals. 11 Humane In
formation Services has under development
several unique projects in this important
field .

PURPOSES OF THE CORPORAT I ON

(Article II of Charter)
Section 1 . The over-all purposes of this corporation are the prevention of cruelty
to animals and the relief of suffering among animals .

D I RECTORS

(Article V of Bylaws)
Section 1. The concerns ,; direction and management of the affairs of the corporation
shall be vested in the Board of Directors .
Section 2. Any voting member is eligible for elec:tion as a director, except that no
person employed by or receiving a salary, fees or other remuneration ( except expenses)
from this corporation or any other humane society, and no person who derives his live
lihood or any significant income from the purchase , sale, use , care or commercial ex
ploitation of animals , may be a director; provided, that the Board of Directors may ex
empt from this provision the Secr.etary of the corporation . {The latter provision is to
permit full-time, - salaried employment of the present Secretary-Treasurer, who has no
independent income. )

NO PROF I T PROV I S I ONS

(Article X of Bylaws}
Section 1. Notwithstanding any other provision of these bylaws, no part of the ,.net
earnings of this corporation shall inure to the benefit of any member , director or of
ficer .
Section 2. No incorporator, director ' or · member shall have any vested right, inter
est or privilege of, in or to the assets, functions , affairs or franchises of the cor
poration, or any right, interest or privilege which may be transferable or inheritable,
or which shall continue if his membership ceases , or while he is not in good standing.

EXCERPTS FRCJ,1 A FEW OF THE MANY HIGHLY CCXvlPLIMENTARY LETTERS FRCJ,1 READERS

" You .Me p1toduci.ng exc.ee.cllngltj val.ua.ble -lnnollma.tio n- -muc.h needed and veJiy haltd to c.ome
by- -,tn .the Me.M o o humane c.onc.eJin. "--A California humanitarian •
" I Jt..e.ali.lj am le.aJLru.ng a lo.t 6Jtom tjOult WoJt..k.. " --A humanitarian in Vancouver, British Co
lumbia , Canada.
" Huma.n.e I n6oJc.ma:ti.o n. S eJiv,i..c.u, Inc.. , fuv., got :to be. the gJt..e.a;te6:t pubUc.a:ti.o n. in. .the fi-lei.d
0 6 huma.n.e. educ.a.ti.on in tkl6 c.oun:tlr.y. " --A Virginia humanitarian.

I NF ORMAT I VE P UB L I CAT I ONS

The publications of Humane Information
Services are very different in both format
and content from those of any other na
tional society.
We use as our primary form of publica
tion a convenient, inexpensive newspaper
format . These publications are printed on
the same big offset presses that are used
to publish newspapers and shoppers. We
benefit from the same low rates paid by
such publications.
We are able to do all
n
of our ow typesetting , head lining and
other preparation of final copy .
Contrasted with the more colorful maga
zine-type printing of other national hu
mane society publ ications, this format
seems very utilitarian. It is intended to
be. It cuts our publication costs to the
absolute minimum. No expensive slick
white paper for us .
This format also reduces mailing costs .
After the publications are received at . our
off ice, they require only one fold and
staple before mailing. No expensive envelopes are required . The cost of stuffing
envelopes is eliminated .
All of our mailing, from putting names
and addresses on stencils to placing the
bundles of ZIP-coded reports in mail sacks
properly labeled for state of destination ,
is done by us. We do not turn any part of
the j ob �ver to high-priced computer firms
or professional mailers. This permits
better control of address changes , and re
duces costly returned mail and address
change cards from the post office.
These efficient publishing processes
not only save us a lot of expense , they
permit us to operate with a minirmim staff .
our regular staff does - the work and is ac
customed to operating as a well-coordinat-

----------.

" You Me -0upply-lng :the ,b,i_gg e6t n.eed Oo :the. animal Wolll.d .
job . "--official of a dog club in Maine.

Thank. IJOU ,60/f.. a WondeJioul

"M Maal, you11- woJt..k. -<.1i quite hei.p6 ul. Head a.ncl 6 houhie!L.6 above a.nytlung e,ll.) e. . HIS ,L6
a !teal bt6 piJur;t,i.o n. :to U,6 <LU. Than.k-6 again. " --President of a local humane society in
Florida .
II Y ouJt -0 eJivi..c.e6 Me un.be,U.eva.bly good, unbe.Ueva.bly M e. 0 u1. : inteill..g ent., ln,6oJc.med, a.nd
hone6t .ta a. deg1te.e n.o otheJi humane oJt..garu.za.tio n hM ma.na.g ed :to tte.a.c.h, I believe; a.nd 1
belong to a. g ood.e.y nwnbeJi. " --A humanitarian in California .

a

" The. .lnfiollma:ti.on in. IJOult Jt..e.pow ,l}., a.fJJX!tj,6 .invaluable wheneveJi I ' m in
ha..6.of.e on hu
mane ,t.o.6ue6. a oq..n de.pe.nd on g ettl.,ng .the. c.1.e.aJtu.t, mo.6.t c.on.w e. kn1101tma;tlon p/wm {jou.
And I_ ' ve been in a. g ood many ha.Mle6 ! 11 --A Wisconsin humanitarian.

" I brueve .tha-t youJU, ,i_,}., the. Fund ofi voi..c.e. needed de6pe/W..t_ely in .the humane. movement. "
--A humanitarian in Michigan.

· ,;]Mt a. WoJt..d to te11. you how c.ompletef.y wondeJr.fiul. tJOult la.:te6.t tte.poll.:t., a.ga.ln! "--A human
itarian in Paris , France.
"Hang ,ln .theJie.! . On all :the O,-'-fl a.n,i_za:ti.o no you huJtely Me the be.6t· and g et at :the whole
.tlu.d:.h. " --A California humanitarian.

- "TheJie u. no doubt :tha-t the Humane I n.fiollma.tion S eJivic.e6 ' Jt..epoll.:t. pla.lJ.o a pttomlnent and
a.R.mo.ot unique Mle. ,{n pttov,id,ln_g We1i.- bai.a.nc.ed, ,innollma.:ti..ve and c.o,u,;tJw.ctlve. c.ommen:tM.
ie6 an the. man.tJ p1tablem-6 whi.c.h be6 et the. animal welfiMe mov ement. I think. Humane 1n
fiollma.ti..on SeJiv-lc.u de6 eJiVe6 .the mo!ta.l and oina.nuai. .6Uppoll.:t. o,6 a,U in.cU.v,i.dua.£.6 a.n.d
gttoup,6 -involved in, Oft .lnteJie6:ted in, the Wef.fiMe On anhrta..U. " --General manager of a
humane society and animal shelter in Ontario, Canada .

ed team. As a resu lt , we now do, within a
few days , what formerly took a roomful of
. Miss Emily F. Gleockler,
volunteers working frantically for several
secretary-treasurer and
weeks.
founder of Humane Infor
RepoJt:t :to Huma.nltalua.,u,
mation Services. She has
This is our principal publication ,
been a director and offi
which also " carries" the inserted publica
cer of a local humane so
tions of other types. It has had an amaz
ciety, and a director and
ingly good reception by the humane move
president of the Florida
ment , as indicated by the brief comments
Federation of Humane Soelsewhere on this page, excerpted from on
cieties.
ly a few of the very large volume of com
plimentary letters we receive. These ex
HUMANE PROGRAMS
'
cerpts are not included just to brag about
In trying to redirect the attenti�n of
our accomplishments. They tell a story by
humane organizations and humane leaders
themselves , of the great need for the kind
from the many minor , inconsequential epi
of educational materials we are distribut;..
sodes bf cruelty to animals , toward the
ing. We hope you will read these exbig, important humane problems , we have
· cerpts.
reiterated and will continue to reiterate
New1.i Abou.t Anhna.-U
the basic principle which should establish
This publication is designed for the
priorities for the use of our humane re
general reader who is not at all informed
sources.
about humane problems and programs, and
Each �ource of animal suffering may be
who would be puzzled and perhaps bored by
ranked according to its importance , based
our other, more serious publication. New.t,
upon three facts : the total . number of an
Abau.t Aru.ma.l& has evoked very favorable
imals involved, the average amount of suf
comments. The messages it carries are
f ering per animal , and how much of the to
simple, and more entertaining than the setal suffering involvM might be eliminated
rious analyses. Much of the material is
over a period of the foreseeable future by
from the publications of humane societies
the kind of programs the humane movement
Jocated all over the world. This gives
is capable of conducting. These condi
readers an insight into what humanitarians
tions detennine the total amount of animal
are•.• 0
suffering which it is possible to elimi� ��:. - i�, ��e;�: 0
k � � � - �- - - � � � � � ���--n- � � � - �-,..,.,.� ��� � - - � A ���-A
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-R E T U R N CO U PO N

To :

Humane Information Services, Inc. , St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Humane Information Services , Inc.
4521 - 4th Street South
St. Petersburg, F lorida 337 05

0 Please send me your humane publications.
0 Please enroll me as D a patron member
_ (annual dues $5.00 or more) � D an asso
ciate member _ (annual dues $1 . 00 to
$4. 99) . I enclose $

----

I
I
I
I
Name (please print)
I
1
I
Name of society , · if an officer or director I

I

.....;;___________·--..,___________
_ .I
Your addre ss

��:=�;�:- ..

Humane Information Services, Inc. , St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
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Why People are Cruel to Animals

People .are cruel to animals ; not just · a
few individuals, fit subjects for the psy
chiatr ist's couch, but people in general.
One needs only to review man's treatment
of all kinds of animals, in relation to
any dictionary's definition of "cruel," to
be convinced of this fact.
In 31 issues of Re.poJt:t to Huma.Y!,,[;t:atuan.-6
we have detailed the suffering of millions
of animals every year, due to the indif
ference of the general public. Food ani�
mals, laboratory animals, pet animals,
wild animals by the billions have under
gone a great variety of intense sufferin�
during the lifetime of any reader of this
essay, with only a handful of humanitari
ans feebly lifting their voices to protest
these cruelties. The worst feature of
thls melange of mistreatment ·of animals . is
that most of it is completely unnecessary.
There is no excuse, in the fonn of any
real human . need, for most of it. People
ju.st don ' t give a damn !

PUBLI C ATT I TUDES
H I NDER ELI M I NAT I ON OF CRUELTY

Unfortunately, to obtain relief of this
tremendous animal suffering requires af
firmative action, either voluntary or
through legislation, by people in general.
Efforts by just a hanclful of dedicated hu
manitarians generally prove unavailing,
unless the attention and active support of
the public is obtained.
Many of our readers write to us sug
gesting that we put out a press release or
write a magazine article about this or
that cruelty. They frequently seem to as
sume that just by calling public attention
to some condition involving animal suffer
ing, an aroused public will do the rest.
Nothing could be farther from the truth.
Legislators have been snowed under by
thousands of letters from humanitarians,
without being moved to action. An equal
volume of mail from businessmen or the
members of .• some church . group :about · some ,
problem affecting humans would have
brought innnediate attention and action.
· Has any reader of this essay ever heard a
candidate for Congress or the state legis
lature, making a speech to a general audi
ence, refer to ?ome animal welfare prob
lem? A national, state a.nd local election
campaign, with thousands of candidates vy
ing for votes, is conducted without a word
on television or in the press regarding
any of the important humane issues. The
platform drafters of both parties obvious
ly see little or no political hay to be
harvested by including some specific
planks dealing with humane goals. They
obviously believe that voters in general
are indifferent.
Ecology became a popular subj ect only
when people became aware that they, as
well as the animal world, could be greatly
injured by neglecting the environment. It
was fear of pollution affecting humans
that brought general public interest in
wildlife.

CONTEMPT F OR HUMAN ITAR I ANS

Any active humanitarian has experienced
the kind of insults,· evasions and various
forms of rebuff that are passed out to
those working in behalf of animal welfare.
"OH, you're one of those animal nuts ! "
"Doh't you think there is enough suffering
among people deserving of your attention?"
"Oh, no, if I had any money . to give I'd
donate it to some organization that is
-trying to help humans. " "Yes, I think we
should do something about that, but first
let's get rid of these undesirable condi�
tions that affect people. " "Why do you
put animals before children?" They all
seem to think that kindness to animals
must somehow replace or preclude kindness
to people.
Many people are not merely indifferent ;
they are definitely hostile to humane
goals. A speaker at a meeting said, "Soon
they (humanitarians) are going to suggest
we make a trap (for wild animals ) lined
...,� .f-h
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of animals mean that the guilty persons,
comprising nearly all people, are vicious,
brutal humans? Actually, in most other
respects they may be upstanding citizens
leading highly commendable lives. Obvi
ously, there is some very basic factor re
sponsible for this human indifference to
animal suffering.

BAS I C TO HUMANE EDUCAT I ON

bod ies, the earth and all its plants, ani
mals., birds, and fishes•••God planned all
of ( nature) explicitly for man's benefit
and rule : no item in the physical crea
tion had any purpose save to serve man's
purposes. And, although man's body is
made of clay, he is not simply part of na
ture : he is made in God's image .
I .I � .Christianity is the most anthropo
.
centric religion the world has seen •••Man
shares, in great measure 1 God's transcen
dence of nature. · Christianity ••• not only
established a dualism of man and nature
but also insisted that it is God ' s will
that man exploit nature for his proper
ends. "

Those who want to diminish man's bru
tality to animals will not succeed unless·
they can better understand the derivation
of these cruel tendencies. Then they will
be in a much better position to promote
the humane ethic. Effective humane educa
tion, other than the mere recital of facts
R ELI G I ON ' S V I EWS OF MAN AND AN I MALS
regarding specific animal suffering, must
I N THE M I DDLE AG ES
be based upon an understanding of why peo
ple are indifferent to this suffering or
By the time of the Middle Ages, the
participate in its infliction . We carmot
"animals have no souls and hence' no
force people to be kind to animals. If we
rights" doctrine was deeply ingrained in
are to persuade them, we must do much more
the Christian religion . The Thomist phi
than post some slogans during "Be Kind to
losophy enunciated by the �ominican St.
Animals Week." F irst we must understand
Thomas Aquinas (A. D. 1225-1274 ) took an
why people are cruel . It is our failure
extreme position toward the difference be!£· analyze vigorously and hon'estly this
- tween man and animal, anilru;lls' lack of any
question that lies at the bottom of our
rights, and man's responsibilities toward
obvious failure to persuade people to be
animal welfare, in contrast with the more
humane.
liberal views . of St. Francis of Assisi.
The degree to which the disassociation
PREDATI ON VERSU S CONSC I ENCE
of ma_n and beast was carried by St. Thomas
After Eve ate of the apple and gave
Aquinas is indicated by the following pas
Adam a bite, man became carnivorous, a
sage from one of his works: "If in Holy
predator. Later, conscience gradually be
Scripture there are found some inj unctions
came a part of man's conceptual capabili
forbidding the ' infliction of some cruelty
ties. Ever since, the conscience and
towards brute animals•••this is either•• •
predatory instincts of man have been a
lest anyone, from exercising cruelty upon
source of inner conflict.
brutes, should go on hence to human beings
The predatory and frequently cruel uses
. ••or because the injury inflicted on ani
of animals by man would have come into
mals turns to a temporal loss for some man
early and violent conflict with con
••• God's purpose in recommending kind
science, had not man found a device which
treatment of the brute creation is to dis
quieted the inner conflict and made almost
pose men to pity and tenderness toward
any use of animals a conscionable act.
each . other. "2 )
This device was religion.
2 ) Hume, c . W. , The S.ta.tl.to oo A.-wna.f.1.i ,ln.
:DUALISM O F MA,M" AND AN I MAL
:the Chlu6.:t,ian. Re,Ug.lon; The Universities
U ND ER C HRI ST I AN I TY
Federation for Animal Welfare, London,
The basic distinction between man and
England, p. 29.
animals which is the root of Christian
How this does remind us of the pitiful
people' s attitudes toward the treatment of
arguments that humane slaughter of food
animals, is founded upon at least three
animals is desirable because it results in
features of the Christian religion :
smaller losses from carcass damage, and
( 1 ) The belief that man was created "in
the admonitions to parents that they
the image of God," which has given him a
should
teach children kindness to animf.tls
conceited opinion of his great superiority
because it will tend to make them kind to
and a correspondingly low regard for other
peopl e ! The mere fact that we feel qon
creatures.
strained to use such arguments, in order
(2) The announcement in Genesis 1 : 28 of
to persuade people not to be cruel, speaks
man's dominion over all other forms of
for itself.
1±fe.
The Thomist view of man and animals
( 3 ) The concept of an immortal soul
came to dominate the Chr istian
gradually
which is given to man but not animals .
Ap.d it has carried right on
theology.
Man, having a soul, has rights ; animals,
through
the centuries to present-day
down
not having souis, have no �ights. And man
religious
dogma,
attitudes toward animals
can have no ethica� constraints against
and
animal
welfare.
Among other things,
hur,ting some thing which has no rights.
Thomism
greatly
influenced
the thinking of
Of these beliefs, the third is by far
the
philosophers
who
followed
St. Thomas
most
.
important in affecting man ' s at
the
Aquinas.
titudes toward animals. Even if man is
made in the image of God, he is .!!2:!:. God,
EARLY PH I LOSOPHERS ' V I EWS
but a creature created by God, as are also
The early philosophers' conceptions of
the animals. And dominion' implies mutual
the
ontological dualism of man and animal
responsibilities as well as mutual bene
were
in general agreement with those of
f its. A man has "dominion" over his chil
Judeo""'.
Christian teleology. Animals were
dren, but this never has been interpreted
considered to be soulless mechanisms, non
as freeing him of the responsibility for
conscious automata, existing solely for
treating them humariely . It is the dis
human use. The rationalization of this
tinction of "soul," its presence or ab
dualism may be traced to the 17th Century
sence in man and animals, respectively ,
French philosopher and scientist
which has given rise to the great gulf be
Descartes, sometimes referred to as the
tween the treatments accorded man and ani
father of modern philosophy.3 )
mal by those who have interpreted the Bi
ble. .
3 > Herrick, Charles N., Sr. , "The Philo
The role of religion in establishing
sophical Foundations of Humanitarianism";
man' s humane ethic . respecting animals, and
Master's
thesis, Trinity College, 197 2 .•
the ecology in general, has been striking
1
)
ly set forth by Lynn White , Jr. :
Descartes set bodies and minds in ex
treme
opposition to one another, ev�n to
l ) White, Lynn, Jr. , . "T}:le Historical Roots
the point that the mind can work indepen
of our Ecologic Crisis" ; Sue.n.c.e., 10
dently of the brain. Whatever mind is,
(March, 1967 }, Vol. 155, No. 3767.
body is not. There can: be no interconnec
tion
between bcx'ly and soul. Consequently,
"What did Christianity tell people
lower
animals, having no soul, are con
about their relations with the environ-·
ceived as just cleverly- constructed mechament?
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personaiity, as a mathematical genius with
a passion for clear thinkin_g on the one
hand, and on the other as a loyal Catholic
genuinely attached to traditional theolo
_gy. One can only speculate about what
Descartes ' s brilliant mind might have pro
duced in this area of thought if he had
not been sci intensely religious.
Descartes " really abandoned altogether the
realm of rational philosophy for that of a
particularly narrow mediaeval theology. 11 4 >
4 > En.eyc.lopa.e,d,i_a_ 13Ju,.ta.n.niea ( 1958 Edition ,
)
. Vol. 7, p. 249.
But Descartes ' s philosophy inf luenced
subsequent thought. There, had been a
marked tendency in his day, and even be
fore him, based on anatomical studies, to
efface the sharp distinction between man
and the lower animals by crediting the
iatter with human powers, inc luding intel
ligence. "Descartes tr ied to save the
situation by regarding even the human body
as a machine, and treating mechanically .
all such human experiences as might con
ceivably also be credited to lower ani
mals, but claiming unique privileges for
(man ' s) rational soui. 5)
S ) Ibid, p. 252 .

Thus, the marriage of religious dogma
and the beginnings. of modern philosophy
brought, for a time, general agreement on
the ontological dualism of man and ani
mals, and the status of the latter as mere
"things." It was the later development of
the concept of evolution which brought in
to question this relig ious and philosophi
cal concept, and resulted in a signif icant
change in the attitudes of many people to
ward nature and animals.

INF LUENC E O F TH E
DOCTRINE OF EVO LUTI ON

Philosophers who followed Descartes
were forced by events over which they had
no control to substitute new conc.epts for
·the ontolog ical dualism of man and animal .
" The Doctrine of evolution, " says Hans
Jonas, " • . • obliterates any vestige of the
dividing line on which the whole argument
of contrasting ' nature ' and ' man ' rests...
evolutionism undid Descartes ' s work more
effectively than metaphysical critique had
managed to do.
"Modern biology assumes. • .that there is
no clear, distinct break in the great
chain of animal beings. The more complex
are assumed to have developed from the
less complex. For modern scientists the
differences between man and other forms of
life are more of degree of complexity than
kind. 11 6>
6) Jonas, Hans, The. Phe.n.ome.n.on. 0 6 U6 e.; New
York, Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1966.

"The distinction between man and ani
mals, " · says Whitehead, "is • • .only a dif
ference in degree. 11 7 >

? ) Whitehead, A. N., Model> 06 Thoug h;t; New
York, The Free Press , 1967, p. 27.

However, this substitution of differ
ences of degree for differ'ences in kind,
as between man and animals, did little if
anything to eliminate the tremendous dis
crimination against animals that had fea
tured the rel igious and philosophical dog
ma of St. Thomas Aquinas and Descartes.
For, if the assumed degree of physical
difference between man and animals is suf�
ficiently great, it is easy to reach· con
clusions such as that animals are activat
ed entirely by instinct, that they con
sciously feel no pain , that, . in . short,
they are nothing more than the " things"
which Aquinas and Descartes had considered
th.em to be but for entirely different rea
sons. That is how nearly everyone now
views fish, frogs, fowl and guinea pigs,
and it is easy to carry over this view
point to more complex animals.
Thus, the biologists and other scien
tists whose views gradually became accept
ed amrng the intellectuals had little more
· consideration for the animals ' feelings
than had the religionists. It has not
been until recent years , following a great
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the scientific basis for much less dualis
tic ontological concepts of man and ani
mals has evolved.

BRA I N AND INTELLIGENC E

The neurophys iologists have explored in
great detail the differences and similari
ties of human and animal brains • . various
bases for comparison have been used.
These include brain size, brain weight in
relation to body weight, the ratio of
brain weight to body surface ar ea, and
weights of frontal lobes (areas of thought
and consc iousnei;;s) . For our purposes of
contrasting the - intelligence of man and
animals, their ability to perceive pain
and other forms of sensitivity, the fore
going measures seem definitely lacking.B )
S ) Kuhn, Robert L� , "The Vast Difference
Between Animal Brain and Human Minds, " The.
Pia.in. TIU.I.th, Vol. XXXVII, No. 4, May, 1972
( one of a ser ies of very stimulating and
well-written articles dealing with this
whole subj ect) .
The intrinsic cortex is the locus in
the brain of higher orders of mental ac
tivity. The ratio of intrinsic cortex to
total cortex, in addition to the total
cortex area, might be taken as a good in
dicator of relative intelligence. This
percentage is about 10 percent for the
rat, 50 percent for the cat , 7 5 percent
f�r the monkey, and 95 percent for man.
The whale and dolphin have a greater
amount of intrinsic cortex than man, and
about the same ratio to _total cortex as do
monkeys, not far below man.
Whales, dolphin and porpoises are said
to have brains, aside from size, that are 
very similar to man ' s. The cerebral cor
tex is convoluted similarly to the brain
of man. All of the brain character istics
that roughly correspond with the progres
sion of intelligence from mouse to rat to
rabbit to dog to monkey to chimp to human,
con�inue to pr ogress to higher levels from
man to whale !
Yet, to all appearances, man is more
intel ligent than the latter. It is man
who captures an� kills whales, not vice
versa.
It is extremely easy, however, to be
come mired in illogi cal inferences when
compar:ing the intelligence of differ�nt
beings. A porpoise ' s rating on a regula
tion intelligence test would be low; but
so would that of a man raised in the wild
who could not communicate with the tester.
If man had the body of an elephant he
might exercise more intelligence by living
as does the elephant, than by trying to
use h is trunk to make TV sets or accom
plish other thing s whi ch are assumed by
man to be indicative of the relative in
telligence of man and elephant. Any com
parisons of intel_l igence must take into
account the environment in which those be
ing compared have been raised and are
called upon to exercise their intelli
gence, as well as the limitations imposed
by construction of their bodies. '
If human babies, abandoned as infants
in the wi ld like Romulus and Remus, grew
to adulthood lacking contact with any of
the complex of educational facilities.,
traditions and language of human life,
they would not get a passing score in an
intelligence test, and would not accom�
plish much. They would spend their time
scratching their itches , grunting, lust
ing , hunting food, terrified of fire.
They would not be capable of any of the
accomplishments such as inventing tele
pl}ones and atomic bombs, which are cited
as evidence of the vastly superior intel
ligence of humans. They would not exhibit
aesthetic appreciation or intellectual
achievement. " In short 1. they wou,ld act
very much like c_himps� n jj )
To compare modern man with modern
chimps, therefore, is misleading • . It
overlooks the most essential difference
between the two: man '.s abi lity to pass on
information from one generation to the
other. The chimp , in his everyday accom
plishments, is guided by his inherited in
telligence and instincts which pass to him
through the genes . Man also inherits in
telligence or instincts, but in addition
has the ability to benefit from the accu-

T HE "THRES HOLD" OF ABILITY

The differences between the abilities
of man and animals to store and communi
cate knowledge may be compared to the dif
ference between two frogs, alike in all
respects except their jumping ability.
One frog can jump eight inches high, the
other nine inches . Now, place the two
frogs at the bottom of a staircase, each
step or riser of which is nine inches .
The frog that can jump only eight inches
will remain at the bottom, being unable to
reach even the second step, but the other
frog can reach the top because of its
ability to jump the height of each step. 8 )
If one imbued with the idea that the
two frogs differ tremendously from each
other visited the staircase and found one
frog at the top and one at the bottom, he
would be likely to conclude that the frog
that had reached the top was a vastly su
perior being to the one at the bottom.
The difference of one inch in the jump
ing ability of the two frogs is an illus
tration of . the great importance of the
" threshold" of abil ity. Just one small
difference of degree, as in the jumping
abi lity of the two frogs, if it represents
a crucial threshold of abi iity, accounts
for the tremendous difference in their ac
complishments. They are still frogs, sim
ilar in kind. And the difference in de
gree of jumping ability, one inch , would
not be noticeable if it were between seven
and eight inches . OnJ.y because the step
risers are 1nine, not eight inches, and one
of the frogs can jump that extra inch,
does the difference of only one inch in
jumping abi lity become so important. Any
naive assumption that the frog at the top
is endowed with some supernatural quality
denied the frog at the bottom, or even
that the two differ greatly in degree,
overlooks the fact that the small differ
ence in jumping ability in relation to
this threshold is what gives the impres
sion of a great difference between the two
frogs.
The " crucial threshold" accounting for
the great difference in results achieved
by man and animals with similar brains, is
the capacity to communicate, to store and
pass on information from one generation to
the other.
But this difference may be as much a
result of anatomical differences as it is
of differences in brains. If man ' s vocal
cords were like the porpoise ' s mechanism
for vocalization, if man did not have
hands with which to print books and build
libraries, he might have no more ability
than the porpoise to store and communicate
knowledge. The differences of anatomical
construction, as well as differences in
brains, limit the ability of any species
to duplicate the accomplishments of the
other. Chimpanzees cannot duplicate our
word sounds, but. when taught the sign lan
guage used by human mutes have achieved
extensive vocabularies and even some sen
tence structures.

AN I MA LS D I FFER FROM HUMANS
MUCH LES S THAN HAS BEEN ASSUMED

The foregoing facts indicate very
clearly, it seems to us, that t�e differ
ences between man and animals in respect
to intelligence, ability to perceive pain
and "feelings" in general are much less
than either the religious or scientif�c
"dualists" have assumed.
The conscientious human, whether he be
a devout Christian with an unshakable efbe
lief in the literal truth of the Bible as
God's word, or a scientist who believes
equally strongly in the doctrine of evolu
tion, cannot rely on human-animal dualiSJ;'!l
to justify indifference to animal suffer
ing. Yet, their so differently rational
ized concepts of ontological dualism seem
to be the principal basis for the almost
universal mistreatment of animals.
The significance of these cond itions in
relation to humane education and attempts
to obtain the support of the churches and
other social institutions for humane pro
grams have been examined in other issues
of Re.polvt to HwnanLta!U.a.nh .
In this essay we set out only to iden
tify the particular element that seems to
have been of primary importance in molding
mrin ' s t-.reatment of animals and all nature ,
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could cause the current to take an alter
native course and not pass through the
head, and the substitution in some of the
cabinets of a moistened metal �ay in
plac� of the leg electrode (to save time
in attaching the latter} . could cause the
current to bypass the brain s�ould one of
the ear electrodes become detached. (One
Canadian shelter manager has devised a
simple restraining apparatus to prevent
the dog - from dislodging an electrode by
shaking the head.)
According to the Obl:i ell.V e/l., it was only
after Ms. Ruth Harrison, well known in
this country for her book An.ima£ Ma.c.lu.ne6,
and John Bryant, both lay persons, exerted
pressure on the RS:rCA did it take the
steps outlined above. The Society had
been quoting the British vete�inary soci
ety in defense of the cabinet's humane
ness ! Something to give pause to those
whb in this country, including the Ameri
can Humane Association, quote the AVMA
panel's approval of the decompression
chamber!
Since only a few of these electrocution
devices had been sold and used in the
United States, and apparently none remains
in use, so far as American humanitarians
are concerned these events served only to
emphasize the importance of looking before
leaping in endorsing and adopting any
method of euthanasia.
In Canada, however, which tends more to
follow British procedures, many shelters
had adopted the electrocution method. Hu
mane Information Services has a substan
tial coverage in Canada, and some members
there have written to us asking questions
about the Electrothanator . However, it
was one of our members in faraway Athens,
Greece, Mrs. Alexander J. Nicoyanni, to
whom we are indebted for th� article which
appeared in .the London Ob.t:, eJtv eJt.
Being concerned over the possibility
that the same situation might prevail in
Canada as in Br�tain before the above
events, we got in touch with Tom Hughes,
executive vice-president of the Ontario
____ .Huma�e .Socie t;y, cw.horn we have found . to be very know ledgeable .and concerned about hu
mane problems. It appears that our Cana
dian friends, at least those in Ontario,
have been on top of the situation.
The electric units used in Ontario were
either purchased from Britain and modified
before being put into use, or made in Can
ada by Vancouver Industrial Controls,
which recently discontinued manufacture of
these units. Mr. Hughes. says : " I am ab-.
solutely satisfied that the units we oper
ate in Ontario comply in every respect
with the specifications stipulated by the
British Standards Institute pamphlet
2909."
The Ontarians have gone even farther.
The Veterinary Services Branch of the Min
istry of Agriculture and Food has issued a
Pound Directive on " Euthanasia of Dogs by
Electrocution, " which goes into great de
tail about how such machines must be
equipped, wired and operated. .These re
quirements -apparently conform fully with
BSI 2909. (It is interesting to note that
under the authority granted to the Ontario
Ministry, it has banned the· use in · Ontario
· of decompression chambers. Chambers for
merly in us� have been scrapped.)
Moreover, . the Ontario Humane Society
tranquilizes the dogs before electrocuting
them, which reduces to a minimum any psy
chological trauma.

SHOOT I NG

Another physical method of euthanasia
is shooting.
Shooting is ·by all odds the most humane
method, with the exception of properly
administered inj ections of sodium p�nto
barbital. It produces, as the previously- ·
quoted Dr. Lamb states, " in_s tantaneous
death."
One of our members, Richard w. Freligh,
of Woodsfield, Ohio, who seems to be a
truly dedicated humanitarian, took in the
dogs people in his community brought to
him. This was one of those idylli¢ at
tempts to either. find homes for the ani
mals or keep them. - Finally, the impossi
bility of caring for the mounting number
of animals · (at one time he had 135 dogs on
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wanted animals.
- and more, humane societies and public
"For several years I was seeking the
pounds are coming around to the view that
humane way , " writes Mr. Freligh. "Finally
such subterfuges only serve to perpetuate
I decided I had to do it myself. • • .So it
indiscriminate breeding and production of
befell me to take the place of executioner
a constantly-growing pet animal surplus.
--wagging tails, licked hands, whimpers of
A policy of complete frankness about
love--and through the tears I could not
euthanasia will in
long run do much
stanch I placed the muzzle of that revolv
more good than harm. And this extends to
er, prayed and pulled the trigger.
the method of euthanasia used.
"Not one showed any reaction after the
An experienced and dedicated humane so�
shot other than falling and stretching
ciety manager who read a draft of this ar
out • • • • In no instance · was there any excre
ticle replied : " I, too, believe in being
ment or vomit to clean up, and there was
frank and honest, but at times one does
very little blood."
have to pay attention to the emotional re
· Mr. Freligh's experience shows that
actions of the public. You will probably
even to an emotional animal lover shooting
have a more complete understanding of
need not be a " brutal" method of euthana
this, as we poor devils in the field do ,
sia, but is perhaps the least brutal . of
after your article recommending shooting
all except expert inj ections of a: barbitu-_ reaches your subscribers ! "
rate.
We appreciate his warning, but c laim
Some humane society people with whom we
that few "poor devils in the field" -have
have discussed the subj ect object to
had greater exposure to animal lovers'
shooting ostensibly because of the possi
-emotions than we have . Doc has been vili
bility that the marksman may miss with the
fied by those who disagree with his posi
first shot, only wounding the animal .
tion on laboratory animal regulation and a
This can only result from lack of proper
host of other problems, but we· still be
controls. But even if the anfmal is not
lieve that the best policy is to tell the
killed, a severe wound in the head would
- truth and let the chips fall where they
produce instant shock with little or no
may. First, however, we make every effort
pain perception. People who have been
to insure that " the truth" is based on all
wounded by bullets tell us they felt no
the available facts and their honest and
pain at the time.
objective analysis. That is why we send
The biggest problem with shooting, if
drafts of these articles for review by
the volume of animals to be destroyed is
knowledgeable _people with different back
large, is the method of restraint. In
grounds and viewpoints.
some smaller shelters the operator merely
To continue using a less humane method
aims at the animal's head from the per iph
of killing animals merely because of se
ery of a fen�ed enclosure. If the man is
mantics, the presently unfavorable conno
a good marksman, this may be satisfactory,
tations of the word "shooting, " is to per
but in most cases care must be taken to
petuate all of the undesirable results of
restrain the animal properly before shoot-· the euthaILasia "cover-up" which has been
ing. Dogs may become very excitable if
going on for many years, long before Wa
their heads are held immobile, and may
tergate brought the term into such disre
even become panicky. Humane Information
pute.
Services is working on - this problem, for
Which do humanitarians desire: an aes
which we have not yet found a satisfactory
thetically agreeable way of disposing of
solution.
the unwanted pet animals, despite the fact
The possibility of ricocheting bullets
that it �ay be inhumane , or a humane but
also is mentioned as a disadvantage of
aesthetical ly disagreeable method? So far
this method . But bullets are ·. available
as Humane Information Services is concern
which flatten out when they hit a solid
ed, animal suffering is much more impor
object, · · eTimiria ting 'th£s danger.
tant than the tender feel ings of those who
Objections to shooting based on practi
shudder and exclaim, "Oh, no ! Not shoot
cal feasibi lity or volume of animals to be
ing ! "
disposed of have no real merit . The j ob
What we want to avoid is news items
can be done just as rapidly as by any oth
like this, which appeared recently in a
er method , especially in small and medium
Florida newspaper: "A Euthan-air machine
volume shelters arid pounds.
will also be added (by the Lake County An
Other obj ections raised are the presimal Shelter) soon. The animals that must
. ence of some blood, the noise of the
be disposed of now are taken out and shot •.
shots, which might disturb visitors to the
. . • This new machine will enable the dogs
shelter, and other aesthetic considera
and cats to be put to sleep painlessly" !
tions. The cost of suitable ammunition,
When Emily called to inquire, the lady in
which may be as high as 15 cents per ani
charge was abusive. "Did you ever have to
mal, also is cited .
be around when dogs are shot? I don ' t
Most of these objections appear to HIS
want to look at that, and my feelings are
to be mere rationalizations made by humane
important, too.II That is the crux of eu
society and public pound officials who re
thanasia in many a shelter : the feelings
ally fear public reaction. People, espe
of the operator are more important than
cially animal lovers, instinctively react
those of the animals.
with distaste against the idea of death by
This should not be taken to mean that
shooting. When an item appears in the pa
we advocate shooting as the preferred
per that "Officer O ' Brien dispatched the
method of euthanasia � It frequently is
badly-injured animal on the spot by a
the best . method for small shelters and
well-placed shot from his service revolv
publ ic pounds. · But we still place proper
er, " many people say, "How brutal ! " Ap
inj ection of a barbiturate first. Per
parently they would prefer the suffering
haps, following completion of our continu
dog hit by an automobile to be placed in
ing research, we will be able to endorse
the trunk of the officer's car and trans
some other methods as preferable.
· What we do say to those who challenge
ported to the office of a veterinarian,
perhaps to await all night the fatal in
our disapproval of the decompression cham
jection of a drug.
ber, and of many of the gas chambers now
People do not object to an officer
in use, is that lack of a humane alterna
dealing with a vicious wild dog by shoot
tive is no excuse for continuing any meth
ing it with a dart containing the unholy
od that causes suffering. Shooting is a
succinylcholine chloride, thence to be
humane alternative for those societies and
transported to the shelter or pound, and
pounds unable to obtain or pay for other,
later killed in some decompression or gas
more costly humane methods.
chamber. But shooting the dog on the
Meanwhile, you will be truly _helping to
spot?
Ugh
!
solve
some of these problems of euthanasia
·
The real difficulty is that the public
if you will write to us, giving your frank
has been kept in ignorance of what hap
reaction to shooting, stating the specific
pens to their unwanted pets taken to the
methods used in your county's shelters and
shelter or picked up in the street.
pounds, and giving us the benefit of your
. "You'll find a good home for them, won't
thinking about this whole subject. Even
you?" they ask _anxiously when they bring
though you may not know much about it, we
in the box of puppies or kittens . Until
will benefit by learning how humanitarians
recently, shelter receptionists nearly alview these matters. Won't you help to
ways gave an encouraging answer. It was
avoid suffering by doing us this small fa
believed that to tell the truth would en
vor? We can't . undertake to . � to such
courage abandonment (not to mention loss
letters, but they will be carefully read
of donations ! ) . What the shelter manage�
and used in . � work. Thank you .
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V ea1t ReadeJU, :
The two articles found on pages 3-4
and 5-6 of this issue appeared in past
issues o_f' Re.poll;(:. ta Huma.n,i;ta/ua.n.6 which
are now out of print. They are intended
for new readers.
The first article _serves as our "bro
chure, " to introduce newcomers to Humane
Information Services and Re.poll;(:. ta Hu
ma.nltaJci.a.n.6 . If they are accustomed to
elaborate and expensively�printed bro
chures of other soc ieties, they may won
der why we use this extremely informal
way of introducing ourselves. The siin
ple reason: w� devote our expenditures
to helping aniinals , not pleasing the
aesthetic sensibilities of people. Our
members have repeatedly expressed approval of our inexpensive but practical,
easy-to-read format.
There has been a steady demand for
the article .on "Why People are Cruel to
Animals , " so we have shortened it to re
run with our "broc hure." Perhaps some
of our long-time members also . would like·
to re-read this discussion of some of ·
the basic conditions affecting man ' s
treatment of aniinals.

P O S S I B L E FU N D S
F O R CON ST R U C T I ON OF S H E LT E RS

According to a letter to Stanley T.
Browne, director of the Division of Animal
Welfare of the Maine Department of Agri
culture, from Dr. Edwin A. Beckcom, Jr. ,
public health Veterinarian for the City of
Dallas, Texas , the Dallas City Council ap
proved the use of revenue sharing funds
for a new animal shelter. Although there
are no federal funds specifically set
aside for animal shelters, apparently
cities and townships can authorize the use
. of federal r7 venue shari�g funds for this
purpose.
Mr. Browne observes that this might be
one solution to be considered by towns and
cities faced with the problern of providing
an · animal shelter to serve their conununi
ties.

· F LO R I DA BA NS DOGF I G HTS !

As we go to·-press , the Florida legisla
.
ture passed the bill banning dogfights and
associated ·evils in that State.
As originally introduced, this legisla
tion would have included also a ban on
cockfighting. This went through the House
and a Senate committee, but was eliminated
by an amendment on the floor of the Sen
ate, and _later the House approved this
change by a floor vote. Floor debate in
both branches of the legislature disclosed
strong support for cockfighting in north
Florida rural counties and in Miami, where
Cuban emigres are said to enjoy the
"sport."
Our sister soc iety, the National Asso-.
ciation for Humane Legislation, and the
Florida Federation of Humane Socie ties put
on a vigorous campaign for this legisla
tion.
Another bill , which was intended to ban
the use of live rabbits in training grey
hounds , was buried in committee. An ap
peals court has lifted the injunction rec
. ently obtained against such use of live
,animals, so those who oppose the use of
· 1ive rabbits for this purpose are right
back where they started. Well , another
,year, another legislature !
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T H I R D " R i P O F F" A R T I CL E TO A P P E A R L ATE R

Because of our urgent need for reprints
of the two articles whic h appear on pages
3-6 of this issue (it c osts much less this
way than to reprint separately) , we had to
postpone the f inal article in our series
on " ripoffs" in ;the, humane movement. It
will appear in a forthcoming issue.
A few of our readers have done some
real researc h on humane organizations they
suspected of being ripoffs, and have pro
duced some rather appalling facts. We
thank them for submitting this material,
which will be used in future articles.
But we still cannot name names ! We simply
can't risk expensive court action. If we
didn't amount to much , financ ially �nd
professionally, nobody would bother suing.
Ever notice the attorneys ' fees, running
into hundreds of thousands of dollars, for
defending some of these former public of
fic ials who have been in the headlines?
Even if you win, you lose !

No Ripoff Here !

The operating statement for Humane In
formation Services, Inc., for the year
1974, shown below, is what the lawyers
call "best evidence" that there is no rip
off connected with HIS ! Only because of
voluntary, -non-paid or partially-paid ser
vices by our princ ipal officers, and the
exercise of other stringent ecoriomies of
operation, is it possible to maintain the
soc iety's high level of accomplishment.
Humane Information Services spent during 1974 :
Automobile expense
619.48
$
Building expense
92.34 Depreciation .
890.15
Equipment maintenance
402.26
Insurance
150.50
Miscellaneous expense
224.00
Office supplies
635.28
Postage
1 , 851.53
Publications--printing
1 , 239.8 2
Taxe�--Soc ial Security
512.33
Travel expense
1, 144.97
Utilities
311.06
Wages and salaries
8, 384.1 2
Total expenses
$16, 457.84
This amount came from :
Dues and contributions
$ 11 , 109.09
other income (non-recur;..
ring grants and be
quests , interest from
5,348.75
savings, etc.)
Total
$16, 457.84
Balance of non-recurring
income plac ed in contin
gency fund
$ 1, 377.93
Total current and non
recurring income
$ 17, 835.7 7

When the organizers of HIS incorporated
the soc iety, and during the subsequent
years in which it began its operations,
Dr. Thomsen gave a large donation, spec i
fying that it be used to purchase an of
fice. building and initial equipment, the
remainder to be placed in a contingency
fund of cash-equivalent securities and
savings. The income and princ ipal of this
contingency fund, which was to be augment
ed by annual additions from non-recurring
income such as bequests, was to be used to
meet temporary annual operating deficits,
unusual expenditures for expensive equip
ment, ,or other capital expenditures. . The
wisdom of this conservative financial pol
icy is evident in the fact that in 1974 ,
despite the utmost economy and maxiinum use
C O N G RES S I ONAL L E G I SLAT I O N
of voluntary services, the regular income
of the society from dues and contributions
During the initial months of the 94th
was
$ 5 , 348.75 below expenses. This amount
Congress it has been preoccupied with leg. islation relating to the economy and for
had to be taken from some non-recurring
income that otherwise would have gone into
e ign probiems, _ and nothing of substance
the contingency fund. Existence of the
has occurred in . the - humane legislation
latter makes it possible for us to budget
field. Hopefully , this situation will
right up to or slightly beyond expected
c hange during the latter half of the year
and the second session in 197 6 , and we may regular income , and minimizes inefficient
fluctuations in operations • .
see more activity on humane problems.
But we cannot continue indef initely to
The National Association for Humane
run an annual "regular'' defic it like that
Legislation . informs us that just - as soon
of 1974, which reflected a much-needed ex
as the need arises it will publish a Hu
pansion of our field operations. We sin
ma.n.e, Legi6la.:Uan. V.ig ut, which will be
cerely
believe that HIS gives more results
sent to its paid members and to all humane
per
dollar
contributed, in terms of reduc
soc ieties on its mailing list. If anyone
tion of animal suffering, than any other
else wishes to receive t}:l.e V.ig e&t or con
tribute to NAHL , write : National Assoc ia · national society in the country. Won ' t
you help to avoid contraction of our opertion for Humane ;Legislation, Inc., 675
· - • -- -

_ _ __ _.__ _ . ,_ _ _ ..a.. . - -

M E M O R I AL C O N T R I B U T I O N S
h a ve been rece i ved f r om . . . .

Mrs. Benjamin F. Gronewald , Water
towri, _ Wisconsin , ".ln memall.y 0 6 my .fli6teA
Bell.th.a. Ma1ty Smoot, who Uv ed. a.n.d woll.k.ed
,ln St. Pet.elUi bWl.g 601t .60 ma.ny yeafl).,."
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mathesie,
Glendale, New York, ".ln memall.y 06 a. wan
deA6ul. mangll.ei. named Snaakie, ( 1 948-

1 9 59 ) . "

Mrs. Charles w. Nichols, Jr., New
York, New York, ".ln. memaJty 0 6 Penny a.n.d
1 k.e,. "

R E A D E RS C O N V E R T E D TO M E M B E R S

Humane Information Services never has
advertised or engaged in direct-mail so
lic itations to obtain new members or con
tributions . Nor do we constantly seek ··
newspaper and TV publicity for this pur
pose. We started in 1967 with a few hun
dred names obtained from correspondence ;
and our mai ling list has grown steadily,
until we now · have approximately 16, 000 who
receive our Re,poll.t ta Huma.n,i;ta/ua.n,6, with
another 3 , 000 copies mailed in response to
spec ial requests. We reach practically
all humane societies in the United States
and many in other countries, - and rarely
encounter anyone prominent in humane work
who does not read our RepQM:..
All of this encouraging steady growth ·
has resulted from the action of our mEmt
bers who send the names and addresses of
animal lovers they believe might be inter
ested in becoming members. We put these
names on our mailing list without obliga�
tion.
Some have been on the list for a number
of years without responding in any way .
With rising costs of printing , postage and
labor in mailing and keeping the list up
to date , we have several times considered
discontinuing sending the Re.pall;(:. to all
those who have riot become members or writ
ten to us indicating that they receive and
benefit from our publications. Then we
publish an issue which happens to contain
some article that finally convinces some
doubtful readers that we are honest , capa
ble and worthy of support , and in comes a
bunch of new members , some of whom have
been on our list for years.
we gratefully welcome these new mem
bers, and hope that more of ,our readers
will be heard from. And we are even more
grateful to our members who keep sending '
us new names and addresses, particularly
of thos·e who are influential in local so
cieties and in a position to carry the
gospel to other leaders.
You, our loyal members, have been just
as important as our own dedicated efforts
in making HIS the success that it is.
Don ' t think we are not eternally grateful
to you, and quite aware of what each of
you has done to help . We constantly refer
to your- membership cards on which a re re
corded all of your i.:::ommunications, dues
and contributions. Thank you. ·

-" S u n Por c h Sa le" Net s H I S $50 !

Ms. Touran C. Froechtenicht , of Engle
wood, New Jersey, lacks neither imagina
tion nor energy, not to mention generosi
ty. Finding herself with many unused odds
and ends, she held a "Sun Porch Sale, "
with items priced at ten cents to a dol
lar, and garnered so much loose change'
that she was able to send us a check for
$50. We wish other members would hold,,
porc h , garage, carport or lawn sales for
the benefit of a really worthwhile chari
ty, namely, Humane Information Sezyices !

D I C T I O N A RY N E E D E D

Several years ago we let our members
know about our great need for a modern en
cyclopaedia, and Mr. and Mrs. s . H. J .
Womack, o f Spartanburg, South Carolina,
soon deposited at our door a complete set .
of Encyclopaedia Britannica. It has been
extremely useful (e.g., see page 6 of · this
issue) . Now we are much in need of an un�
abridged dictionary in which we can find
technical terms and other words not found
in our office dic tionaries or the encyclo
paedia. If you have one which is little
used because your kids have flown the
coop, or too much weight to lug around
�--- __,_ n,,_,.,.�
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